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Get More from GridgenGlyph
Glyph Scripting Language
We hope you already know about the power of GridgenGlyph,
Gridgen’s scripting language, to automate meshing tasks from
simple one-step processes to building complete meshes for full
configurations. To recap, the main uses of Glyph are:
•
•
•
•
•

automatically setting your preferred display states and
default values upon Gridgen startup,
archiving database and grid files for a project so they
are correctly imported on startup,
encapsulating repetitive tasks,
running Gridgen in batch mode, and
developing specialized meshing applications.

If you are not familiar with Glyph or the ways it can be used,
please refer to Volume 2 of the Gridgen User Manual. It is the
Glyph Reference Manual, and it has details about how Glyph
is used and all the commands available in Glyph.
Our present focus is on ways to quickly get started with Glyph
and how to leverage the work others have done to make your
job easier. We will even show you a way you can share your
efforts with others if you want.

Glyph Scripts Ship with Gridgen
A good way to get started with Glyph is to look at some existing
scripts for familiar problems. That is why Gridgen ships with
script files for many of the built in tutorials and other cases.

This script for creating axial turbine grids, and many other
examples scripts, ship with every copy of Gridgen.

a great way to learn how Glyph works and to see the different
ways it can be used.

Downloadable Glyph Scripts
Would you be interested in some freely available scripts that
will do work for you? They are available from the Glyph Script
Exchange at www.pointwise.com/glyph. There you will find
a variety of scripts written by Pointwise staff or submitted by
Gridgen users.
These downloadable scripts include simple utilities for:

The example scripts are located in your Gridgen installation
directory, in the subdirectory examples/glyph. There you will find
example scripts for the Bump, Intersecting Pipes, Pierced Elbow,
and Swept Ramp tutorials. In addition, there are example scripts
for a simple wing-body, a torpedo, an axisymmetric reentry
vehicle, and a chain link. The most elaborate example script is
for parametric generation of axial turbine grids. It is shown in
action in the figure in the opposite column.

•

•

•
This script for creating turbine grids, and many other example
scripts, ship with every copy of Gridgen. These example scripts are

speeding mundane, repetitive tasks like, setting
connector spacing based on estimated y+ values, and
recovering interblock connections from an imported
PLOT3D grid;
display manipulation utilities that let you do things
not available interactively like rotating the displayed
imaged by an exact angle about each axis, and
changing Gridgen’s color palette; and
more complex utilities that build complete pump
meshes from Kreila geometry files and import surface
grids and boundary conditions from Fluent Tgrid files.
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At the Glyph Script Exchange, each of the scripts, its capabilities,
and its requirements are described in detail. If a script seems
interesting to you, download it and give it a try!

The referenced web site has loads of information about Tcl
and Tk including tutorials, demo scripts, links to a community
bulletin board and even a wiki devoted to Tcl and Tk.

The Glyph Script Exchange is also a place you can share your
scripts with others. Just click on the “Upload a Script” link to send
us your script. We’ll do some testing on it for quality control and
then add it to the site. Mention you saw the info on uploading
in this FocusOn article when you upload your script, and we will
send you a free Pointwise t-shirt. It is just that easy.

Give Me the Fundamentals

The important thing to know is that there are many online
resources available to help you through the process of learning
about Glyph and developing your own scripts. And if the
online resources are not enough, we are standing ready to
help you out with any scripting questions you might have.
We can even develop a script for you as a project. You can
use the script yourself to make grids, or use it as a starting
point to modify and make your own scripts.

You can learn a lot about Glyph in the Gridgen User Manual. But
you can get even more basic information about Glyph at www.
tcl.tk. That is because Glyph is based on a general scripting
language, Tcl, that has a simplified GUI building component, Tk.

To become a Glyph expert in a flash, attend our Tcl/Tk course
on August 2-4. Get more information or register for the
course at www.pointwise.com/support/train.shtml.

www.pointwise.com/focus

Are you getting tired of Gridgen’s standard color palette? The script shown here for
changing the colors available in the palette is one of many freely available for download
at the Glyph Script Exchange. Read inside how to get them.
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